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:Connect URL

Connect to a REPL server.

:Connect

Interactively prompt for the options to connect to a
REPL server.

:Doc {symbol}

Show the docs for the given symbol.

:Javadoc {class}

Open the java docs for the given class in a browser.

K

Look up docs for keyword under cursor.

:FindDoc {arg}

Wrapper around (clojure.repl/find-doc ...).

:Apropos {arg}

Wrapper around (clojure.repl/apropos ...).

:Source {symbol}

Show the source for the given symbol.

[d

Show source for keyword under cursor.

]d

NAVIGATING
[<C-D>

Jump to the source of the keyword under the cursor.

]<C-D>
<C-W><C-D>

Jump to the source of the keyword under the cursor in

<C-W>d

a split.

gf

Go to the file for the namespace under the cursor.

:Djump {symbol}

Jump to the definition for the given symbol.

:Dsplit {symbol}

Jump to the definition for the given symbol in a
split.

EVALUATING

CODE

:Require [ns]

Require :reload the given/current namespace.

:Require! [ns]

Require :reload-all the given/current namespace.

:Eval

Eval/print the outermost expression for the current
line.

:{range}Eval

Eval/print the given range.

:Eval {expr}

Eval/print the given expression.

:[range]Eval!

Eval the given range or outermost expression and
replace it with its result.

:[rng]Eval! {expr} Eval the given expression and insert it after
the given range or current line.
cp{motion}

Eval/print the code indicated by {motion}.

cpp

Eval/print the inner-most expr at the cursor.

cpr

Eval a require :reload form.

cpR

Eval a require :reload-all form.

c!{motion}

Eval/replace the code indicated by {motion}.

c!!

Eval/replace the inner-most expr at the cusror.

cqp

Bring up a prompt for code to eval/print.

cqc

Bring up a |command-line-window| for code to
eval/print.

cq{motion}

Equivalent to cqp<C-F>i.

Bring up a |command-line-window| with text indicated
by {motion} prepopulated.

INSERT

MODE

<C-R>(

Evaluate the given expression and insert the result.

CTRL-X_CTRL-O
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